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Guidance for the traumatized mourner, with substantial new information counselors can use
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About The Book

Focusing on self-help strategies for mourners losing loved ones to sudden death, this book provides cutting-edge information and practical suggestions for understanding and addressing the unique challenges posed by the volatile mixture of trauma and loss in a death that is unexpected.
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Bereavement following suicide is traumatic. Guilt, shame, stigma and feelings of rejection and isolation set it apart from the sadness following other kinds of death and may make it difficult for the bereaved person to obtain help (Harwood et al., 2002; Hawton & Simkin, 2003; Beautrais, 2004). The necessary official processes surrounding death by suicide, like the police and coroner’s investigations, can add to the trauma (Biddle, 2003). Self-help resources are an important means of supporting people bereaved by suicide. These require careful evaluation. Large numbers of copies of Help is at Hand were obtained by a range of organizations, but far fewer directly by individuals, although the resource was extensively accessed online. Keywords: grief, trauma, bereavement, coping.

Bereavement is a universal life experience individuals have to grapple with the loss of a loved one. The human loss is mostly carries immense psychological burden that can be carried over a life time or laid down. The sense of irreversibility makes death a stressful event that often gives way to emotional crisis for the bereaved. Spousal bereavement is considered one of the most devastating losses during the life course, which can lead to decreased well-being and functioning with the experience of multiple negative emotions including sadness, helplessness. Self-Help > Death, Grief, Bereavement. Psychology > Interpersonal Relations. Related Articles. How to Make a Memorial Service More Meaningful. - Tips on Life & Love. Coping with Grief Through Art. - Tips on Life & Love. There’s No Such Thing as Closure. - Tips on Life & Love. “Sensible, helpful, time-tested advice from a wise, compassionate counselor. Dr. Doka provides uniquely useful insights into this universal (yet widely misunderstood) human experience.” This book presents an integrated treatment approach for those struggling to adapt after the sudden, traumatic death of a loved one. The authors weave together evidence-based clinical strategies grounded in cutting-edge knowledge about both trauma and grief. The book offers a clear framework and many practical tools for building survivors’ psychological and interpersonal resources, processing their trauma, and facilitating mourning. Ordering Information Renew a Subscription For Professors For Teachers & Schools For Students For Authors For Resellers For Librarians For Treating Military Clients Conference Calendar Publicity Meet our Authors Permissions Foreign Rights CE Credits Employment Opportunities. Sign up for e-alerts. View e-books. See our new releases.